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The well-known simultaneous color contrast eﬀect is traditionally explained in terms of visual
color constancy mechanisms correcting for the confounding inﬂuence of ambient illumination on the
retinal color signal. Recent research, however, suggests that the traditional gross quantitative laws
of simultaneous color contrast which are readily compatible with this explanation of simultaneous
contrast should be revised and replaced by others, which are not readily understandable in terms
of this perspective. Here, we show that the revised laws of simultaneous color contrast are well
accounted for by an alternative theory explaining the simultaneous contrast eﬀect in terms of
mechanisms subserving the perception of transparent media.
Note: This paper was published in Journal of the Optical Society of America A and is made
available as an electronic reprint with the permission of OSA. The paper can be found at the following
URL on the OSA website: http://www.opticsinfobase.org/abstract.cfm?msid=171050. Systematic or
multiple reproduction or distribution to multiple locations via electronic or other means is prohibited
and is subject to penalties under law.

Fig. 1b is a standard textbook demonstration of one of
the most well-known eﬀects of context on color appearance commonly known as simultaneous contrast. The
two central disks are printed in the same grey ink, yet
the one embedded in the reddish surround appears tinged
with green, and the one embedded in the greenish surround appears tinged with red. This observation is traditionally presented as an example of a general rule according to which the surround induces an illusory shift in
the central target which is complementary to the color of
the surround (‘complementarity law’). This generalization presupposes that the direction of the illusory shift
in color space depends a) on the color of the surround
and b) on the location of the neutral point. Although
the central disk may also make small contributions to
adaptation and the location of the neutral point [2–4],
once the neutral point is set, the direction of the eﬀect
should be the same for all targets embedded in a given
surround. In an alternative generalization equally compatible with the above mentioned observation, however,
the direction of the illusory shift is given by the vector in
color space pointing from the coordinates of the surround
to the coordinates of the target (‘direction law’). Thus,
the direction of the eﬀect should depend just as much on
the particular color of the target as on the color of the
surround. In particular, the direction of the eﬀect should
be diﬀerent for diﬀerent targets.
Fig. 1a demonstrates the gamut expansion eﬀect discovered more recently by Brown and MacLeod [5]. The
four disks embedded in the uniform grey surround are
identical to those embedded in the variegated one, yet
they appear more saturated (or colorful). This eﬀect has
stirred much interest because it deﬁes traditional ideas
about the characteristic features of simultaneous color
contrast. For instance, the complementarity law cannot
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be applied to this case in any meaningful manner, and the
eﬀect instead seem to obey the direction law [5–7]. For
this reason, it has been believed that the gamut expansion eﬀect is a new kind of simultaneous contrast eﬀect
due to visual mechanisms distinct from those underlying the classical simultaneous contrast eﬀect [2, 5, 8, 9].
Drawing on many diﬀerent lines of converging evidence,
however, we have recently argued that classical simultaneous contrast and the gamut expansion eﬀect both
obey the direction law and are best regarded as diﬀerent
names for the same basic phenomenon [7, 10–12]. According to our argument [11], the widespread belief in
the complementarity law is due to a failure to take various confounding factors into account when interpreting
empirical data, the most prominent of which is the inﬂuence of temporal von Kries adaptation (which actually
does obey the complementarity law to a fair approximation). From this perspective, the kind of display used to
demonstrate the gamut expansion eﬀect (Fig. 1a) is optimal for observing the true laws of simultaneous contrast
directly because the confounding inﬂuence of temporal
von Kries adaptation – which is very diﬃcult to eliminate due to its extremely fast time-course [13] – is equal
for surrounds having the same average color and therefore cancels out in the gamut expansion display, where
only the color variability of the surrounds are diﬀerent.
Diﬀerent assumptions can be made about how von
Kries adaptation works. If one assumes that it leads to
a strictly local sensitivity regulation of individual cones,
adaptation to the color of the surround can aﬀect the
appearance of the target in two diﬀerent ways. First, if
no strict ﬁxation is maintained, adaptation to the surround color can be expected to occur due to eye movements. Second, even if strict ﬁxation maintained – which
is rather diﬃcult to achieve in actual practice – adaptation to the surround color can be expected to occur
whenever the target is presented as a transient stimulus
intermittently added to a background [14, 15] rather than
as a steady stimulus embedded in a surround. In most
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FIG. 1. a) The gamut expansion eﬀect. The four disks embedded in the uniform grey surround are identical to those embedded
in the variegated one, yet they appear more saturated. b) A standard demonstration of the simultaneous contrast eﬀect. The
two disks are printed in the same grey ink, yet they appear diﬀerently colored. Panels c) and d) show stimului of the kind
traditionally used in studies of perceptual transparency and simultaneous color contrast, respectively. It is commonly believed
that perception of transparency requires stimuli involving at least two diﬀerent background regions [1]. Accordingly, the simple
simultaneous contrast display should not evoke the perception of transparency. We argue, however, that simultaneous contrast
displays may lead to a perceptual interpretation in terms of transparency (f) of essentially the same kind as that evoked by
classical transparency stimuli (e).

relevant studies at least one of these conditions is fulﬁlled.
Thus, this strictly local type of von Kries adaptation is
likely to be a non-negligible issue in most published experiments. If, on the other hand, one regards the von
Kries processing as adaptation to a spatial average over
a large area, it would even be relevant with strict ﬁxation
and steady presentation of the target.

According to Metelli’s [20] well-established additive
model of perceptual transparency, a transparent layer
of color L in front of a background region of color B
produces a proximal color signal P which is simply a
weighted mixture

Considering that the traditional functional explanation
of simultaneous color contrast in terms of visual mechanisms subserving color constancy [16–18] (as well as the
common low-level explanation in terms of lateral inhibition [19]) is grossly compatible with the traditional complementarity law, while it is not obvious how it can account for the direction law, this line of reasoning cast
doubts on its appropriateness, and suggests that another
functional explanation is needed. A functional explanation that would neatly account for the direction law
appeals to the notion that a uniformly colored disk embedded in a uniformly colored surround is compatible
with the perceptual interpretation of a transparent disk
in front of a uniformly colored background (Fig. 1d,f),
while a uniformly colored disk embedded in a patterned
surround such as the one on the right of Fig. 1a is not,
because if the disk were transparent, the same pattern
would have been visible through it (as in Fig. 1c,e).

where the relative contribution α ∈ [0, 1] of the background represents the degree of transparency. Values of
α greater than zero mean that the layer is transparent,
whereby the maximal value of unity represents a completely (and thus invisible) transparent layer. If α is
zero, the ‘layer’ is opaque, and it follows that L = P.
Generally, the visual system may compute the color L of
the transparent or opaque layer based on the proximal
colors B, P and the degree of transparency α using the
equation

P = α · B + (1 − α) · L

L=

P − αB
,
1−α

(1)

(2)

which follows directly from Eqn. 1. According to our
theory, the simultaneous contrast eﬀect occurs whenever
the visual system assumes that the region corresponding to the target is transparent (ie α > 0) and decomposes its proximal color P into the color L of the layer
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and the color B of the background. Thus, from the
perspective of our theory, the traditional description of
simultaneous contrast as a mere shift in the perceived
color of the target fails to capture the full complexity
of the phenomenon, which consists of three diﬀerent aspects, namely (1) the impression of transparency, (2) the
color of the background perceived through the transparent layer and (3) the perceived color of the transparent
layer itself. Thus, two diﬀerent colors are perceived in
the target region, and if an observer is asked to describe
or match the color of the target without further elaboration, the task is ambiguously formulated. Considering,
however, that the layer is spatially coextensive with the
target region, while the background extends across both
target and surround, the most natural reaction would
presumably be to refer primarily to the layer color and
largely ignore the background color. Thus, according to
our theory, but couched in the procrustean language of
traditional descriptions, the simultaneous contrast eﬀect
is the diﬀerence between the perceived color L of the
transparent layer and the proximal color P of the target.
Some algebraic manipulation of Eqn. 1 shows that the
simultaneous contrast eﬀect S := L − P equals
α
S = (P − B)
,
(3)
1−α
from which it is evident that the vector representing the
simultaneous contrast eﬀect in color space is identical to
the vector pointing from the surround color B to the
proximal target color P up to multiplication with the
non-negative scalar α/(1 − α) (except for the singular
case when α – and by implication also the simultaneous
contrast eﬀect – is zero). Predictions for diﬀerent targets
embedded in a given surround are illustrated geometrically in Fig. 2.
From the above it is clear that the transparency theory explains the converging lines of empirical evidence for
the direction law reviewed more comprehensively in Ref.
[11]. What can be said about the magnitude of the simultaneous contrast eﬀect? It is widely believed that the
magnitude of the simultaneous contrast eﬀect increases
with the saturation of the surround. This assumption,
which is known as Kirschmann’s fourth law [21, 22] is
readily compatible with the traditional explanation of simultaneous contrast in terms of color constancy. As we
have shown, however, the widespread belief in the validity of this law is presumably due to the failure of taking various confounding factors into account [11]. If this
is done, the available empirical evidence suggest instead
that the magnitude of the simultaneous contrast eﬀect
decreases with the diﬀerence between the colors of the
target and the surround (‘inverse size law’ [11]), which
is not easily understandable based on the traditional explanation of simultaneous contrast. Our transparency
theory does not make unique predictions regarding the
magnitude of the simultaneous contrast eﬀect because it
is not known what assumptions the visual system makes
about the degree of transparency of the target. What
it does predict, however, is the speciﬁc relation between

the degree of perceived transparency of the target and
the magnitude of the simultaneous contrast eﬀect given
in Eqn. 3. Disregarding the ﬁrst term on the right-hand
side of this equation, which posits a direct role of the
target-surround diﬀerence P − B in determining the simultaneous contrast eﬀect, it predicts that the magnitude of the simultaneous contrast eﬀect increases with
the degree of perceived transparency, in accordance with
previous informal observations [6, 23, 24].
The experiment described below was designed to test
several predictions of our transparency theory of simultaneous color contrast. The ﬁrst, and most basic prediction
is that the simple stimulus traditionally used to demonstrate and study the simultaneous contrast eﬀect – a uniformly colored target embedded in a uniformly colored
surround, actually can evoke impressions of perceptual
transparency at all. Previously, is has been held that this
is not the case because the perception of transparency putatively requires more complex stimuli compatible with
a transparent layer in front of a background consisting
of at least two diﬀerently colored regions [20]. This belief traces back to Metelli’s well-known observation that
while a single equation of the form given in Eqn. 1 does
not provide unique solutions for the layer parameters α
and L given the proximal colors B, P speciﬁed by the
stimulus, a set of N = 2 or more equations corresponding to N diﬀerent background regions all viewed through
the same transparent layer does. The geometric intuition
behind this simple formal result is illustrated in Fig. 3.
The second important prediction is that there is a relation between the perceived degree of transparency of the
target and the magnitude of the simultaneous contrast
eﬀect, as speciﬁed by Eqn. 3. The third prediction is
that the direction law is valid. To anticipate, the results
rather unequivocally show that the ﬁrst prediction is true
and that the second and third predictions are borne out
to a reasonable approximation.

I.

EXPERIMENT
A.

Methods

The stimuli were presented on a CRT monitor (ViewSonic P227f, 21”, 1280 × 1024 pixels, 75-Hz refresh rate)
that was controlled by a graphics card (NVidia 8600GT)
with a color depth of 8 bits. We used a colorimeter
(LMS 1290) to calibrate the monitor following a standard procedure[25]. The methods described in Ref. [26]
were used to transform back and forth between CIE 1931
XYZ coordinates and LMS cone excitation values with
respect to the 2◦ Stockman-MacLeod-Johnson [27] cone
fundamentals. During the experiments, the monitor was
the only light source in the room. The viewing distance
was approximately 80 cm.
In the main condition of our experiment (‘HSB-α
asymmetric matching’), we asked subjects to match the
hue, saturation, brightness and transmittance α of a uni-
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FIG. 2. (a) The predicted simultaneous contrast eﬀect (dashed arrows) for diﬀerent targets (small dots) in a given surround
(large dot), assuming a transmittance value of α = 0.5. This illustration refers to a two-dimensional color plane rather than to
three-dimensional color space. Note that the direction of the simultaneous contrast eﬀect (dashed arrows) is always identical
to the direction of the vector from surround to target (solid arrows). (b) Same as (a), but for a smaller value of α (0.4). (c)
For a given target-surround vector, the predicted magnitude of the simultaneous contrast eﬀect increases nonlinearly with α.
The relationship shown here refers to a target-surround vector of unit length.
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FIG. 3. Illustration of the geometical relation (in color space)
between background colors Bi , proximal colors Pi of the corresponding regions inside the transparent layer (see Fig. 4c,d)
and the color L of the layer itself. Note that the lines deﬁned
by each corresponding pair of proximal colors (Bi , Pi ) intersect at the layer color L. Thus, the latter can be reconstructed
based on the proximal colors in the stimulus, provided that
there are at least two diﬀerent background colors.

formly colored target disk (diameter = 2.44 degree visual
angle, see Fig. 4a) embedded in a uniform grey surround
(side length 6.30 degree) by adjusting the color and transmittance of a simulated transparent (or opaque) comparison disk in front of a variegated background consisting
of 8 wedge-shaped achromatic regions of diﬀerent luminances (Fig. 4b,c). The test and comparison stimuli was
presented side-by-side with a centre-to-centre distance of
7.44 deg. The comparison disk was rendered using standard alpha-blending [28], which is just an image generation model corresponding directly to Metelli’s [20] model
of transparency perception. This kind of comparison

stimulus was chosen because it is well-established that
it can be used to produce deﬁnite impressions of opaqueness and transparency by varying the transmittance parameter α from zero (opaque) to unity (completely transparent) [20, 29–33]. Thus, if subjects consistently choose
transmittance settings clearly diﬀerent from zero in order to match the appearance of the test stimulus, this
provides strong evidence that it actually appears transparent despite its ﬁgural simplicity.
The uniform test surround and all the regions of the
variegated comparison surround were achromatic with a
CIE 1931 chromaticity of (x=0.3019,y=0.3081), which
corresponds to the white point of our monitor. Both surrounds had an average luminance of 10 cd · m−2 . The luminances of the eight regions comprising the variegated
surround were chosen randomly for each trial. Speciﬁcally, we ﬁrst drew a sample of eight luminances from a
uniform distribution over the entire range of luminances
realisable on our monitor and then normalized them to
obtain an average luminance equal to that of the uniform
test surround.
The colors (tristimulus vectors) P1 , P2 , . . . , P8 of the
regions comprising the comparison disk (see Fig. 4d) were
rendered according to the equation
Pi = αBi + (1 − α)L,

(4)

where Bi is the tristimulus vector of the corresponding surround (or ‘background’) region and L is the color
(tristimulus value) of a (virtual) transparent layer with a
‘transmittance’ or ‘degree of transparency’ given by the
scalar blending parameter α ∈ [0, 1]. Note that since the
background regions were diﬀerent, this implies that the
proximal colors Bi in the disk region were also diﬀerent
except when α = 0. Thus, settings with α > 0 imply
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FIG. 4. Stimuli used in the matching experiment. Subjects
viewed a uniformly colored test disk embedded in a uniformly
colored grey surround (a) next to a comparison disk embedded
in a mosaic surround (b). In the experiment, the test disk was
colored and equiluminant to the surround, while it is shown
as achromatic and brighter than the surround in this illustration. Similarly, the comparison disk is shown as achromatic
in this illustration, while its color could be adjusted freely in
the experiment. The task of the observers was to adjust the
color and the transmittance of the comparison disk to make
it appear as similar as possible to the test disk. The comparison disk shown in panel (b) has a transmittance of zero,
which makes it appear opaque, while that shown in panel (c)
has a non-zero transmittance (0.5), which makes it appear
transparent. Panel (d) shows the naming of the regions in
the comparison display.

that the comparison disk is actually a mosaic of diﬀerently colored regions, meaning that the subjects even resorted to matching the uniform test disk by a comparison
disk that was variegated at the proximal level in order to
produce an optimal color and transparency match at the
perceptual level.
In a supplementary condition (‘HSB asymmetric
matching’), the subjects could only adjust the color of the
comparison disk, which was always rendered as opaque
(α = 0). This condition is similar to previous experiments [5–7] measuring the gamut expansion eﬀect with
the traditional method of asymmetric color matching
[34, 35] and was introduced in order see how results obtained with the new method relate to those obtained with
the traditional one.
To evaluate the precision and accuracy of the observers’ settings in the absence of any simultaneous contrast eﬀect, we also included two corresponding control

conditions, in which the variegated comparison surround,
rather than the uniform one, was also used as a surround
for the target (‘HSB-α symmetric matching’ and ‘HSB
symmetric matching’, respectively).
A feature of our experiment that may seem rather odd
from a traditional perspective is that we used achromatic
surrounds rather than diﬀerently colored ones. This
choice was motivated by the theoretical perspective delineated in Ref. [11], according to which the present type of
paradigm – which is essentially the same as the one used
in studies of the so-called gamut expansion eﬀect [5, 6])
– is particularly well suited for obtaining direct measurements of the purely spatial simultaneous contrast eﬀect
by balancing out the confounding inﬂuence of temporal
von Kries adaptation.
As shown in Fig. 5, the chromaticites used for the
targets were sampled from the two main axes through
the grey point (surround color) of the MacLeod-Boynton
chromaticity space [36]. That is, we used four diﬀerent
hues (roughly, chartreuse and violet on the constant r axis
and cyan and magenta on the constant b axis). For each
hue, eight equally spaced saturation levels that spanned
the range from close to indistinguishable against the grey
surround to close to the maximal saturation available on
our display were used. The targets were all equiluminant
to the surround in the sense that the values of L + M
were identical.
The authors and 6 further naive observers participated
in the experiment (for one of the latter observers, data
were only collected for targets varying along the b-axis).
Data were collected in four blocks, one for each color
axis. Within each block, the trials were presented in random order. A text message below each stimulus indicated
whether the comparison transmittance was adjustable
(HSB−α condition) or not (HSB condition). The subjects set the hue, saturation and luminance (and, in the
HSB−α condition, also the transmittance) of the comparison target using four corresponding pairs of buttons
on the keyboard. To ease navigation in the HSB-α condition, subjects were instructed to begin with establishing
an approximate color match with a transmittance setting of zero before adjusting the transmittance and then
to repeatedly ﬁne-tune both the color and the transmittance settings until an optimal appearance match was
obtained.

B.

Results

As illustrated in Fig. 6, which shows the average data
for three of the eight saturation levels (those ticked by
crosses in Fig. 5), the targets presented in the uniform
surround (small square symbols) were generally matched
by choosing more saturated colors for the comparison
probe (large circles). Since the surround (black X) is
grey, this is tantamount to saying that the direction of
the color shift (dotted line) are identical to that of the
vector from the color coordinates of the surround to those
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FIG. 5. Chromaticities of the test targets used in the experiment, plotted in the MacLeod-Boynton [36] chromaticity
diagram. The large X marks the chromaticity of the grey
surround. Some of the test chromaticites are marked with a
small x in order to indicate which subset of the results are
shown in Fig. 6.

of the target (solid line), in accordance with the recently
proposed ‘direction law’ of simultaneous contrast[11, 12].
Second, the magnitude of the eﬀect decreases as the difference between target and surround increases from small
(left panels) to large (right panels), in accordance with
the ‘inverse size law’ [11]. These two patterns were observed both in the novel HSB-α asymmetric matching
condition condition (top panels) and the traditional HSB
asymmetric matching condition (bottom panels), but differed in magnitude. The size of the measured eﬀect was
typically smaller in the latter condition, except when
the target-surround color diﬀerence was large, where the
measured eﬀect was close to zero in both conditions.
Fig. 7a plots the chromaticity matches from the horizontal r axes of Fig. 6 in an alternative manner, and
includes the data for all eight saturation levels. The average r-coordinate setting for the comparison patch is
plotted against the r-coordinate of the test patch. The
horizontal and vertical lines both represent the coordinate corresponding to the grey surround and the diagonal identity line indicates where matches would fall in
the absence of any eﬀect. The vertical distance from each
data point to the diagonal represents the simultaneous
contrast eﬀect (ie the diﬀerence ∆ between the match
coordinate and the test coordinate). This diﬀerence is
plotted directly in panel c). As can be seen, the sign of
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FIG. 6. Average color matches for three of the eight saturation levels (those ticked by crosses in Fig. 5), plotted in the
MacLeod-Boynton [36] chromaticity diagram. Note that the
simultaneous contrast eﬀect (dashed lines) always has essentially the same direction as the vector from surround to target
(solid lines). Note also that the magnitude of the simultaneous contrast eﬀect is largest in the left-hand panels, where the
diﬀerence between test target and surround is smallest, and
smallest when the target-surround diﬀerence is largest (right
panels). The magnitude of the eﬀect measured with the HSBα method (top panels) is generally larger than that measured
with the tradtitional HSB method (bottom panels).

the eﬀect equals the sign of the diﬀerence between the
target chromaticity and the surround chromaticity (vertical line), and the magnitude of the eﬀect decreases with
the absolute value of the target-surround diﬀerence. The
solid curve is the function
f (∆) := sgn(∆) · k · e−

|∆|
s

(5)

ﬁtted to the data from the HSB-α condition, where ∆
is the diﬀerence between the chromaticity coordinates of
the target and the surround (ie. ∆ = rP − rB for targets
varying in the r-coordinate and ∆ = bP − bB for stimuli
varying in the b-coordinate) and k, s are free parameters. This function was ﬁtted separately to increments
(positive chromaticity diﬀerence) and decrements (negative chromaticity diﬀerence).
Panel e) shows the corresponding transmittance settings. The settings are close to zero (opaque) when the
absolute target-surround diﬀerence |∆| is large, but tend
toward unity when it decreases toward zero. The solid
prediction curve was computed using Eqn. 3 with α taken
from the function ﬁtted to the data in panel c). As can
be seen, the shape of the data curve is in good accordance
with the predictions of the transparency model. Quantitatively, the prediction is also fairly good, but there seems
to be a slight systematic deviation in the sense that the
transmittance settings are somewhat smaller than predicted based on the color settings.
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The right-hand panels in Fig. 7 are analogous to the
left-hand ones, but show the results for the corresponding symmetric control conditions. As expected, the color
settings are close to veridical. In the symmetric HSBα condition, the transparency model predicts that the
transmittance settings should be zero, as is indeed borne
out in the data.
Fig. 8 is analogous to Fig. 7 and shows the corresponding data for targets from the vertical b axes of Fig. 6.
Here, the general ﬁndings are the same, but two minor
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FIG. 7. a) Chromaticity matches for targets varying along the
r-axis. The average r-coordinate setting for the comparison
patch is plotted against the r-coordinate of the test patch.
The horizontal and vertical lines represent the coordinates
corresponding to the grey surround and the diagonal identity
line indicates where matches would fall in the absence of any
eﬀect. c) The corresponding simultaneous contrast eﬀect (ie.
the deviations from diagonal in (a)). The solid curve is the
function given in Eqn. 5 ﬁtted to the data from the HSBα condition. e) Corresponding transmittance settings. The
solid curve is the prediction based on the transparency model
assuming the simultaneous contrast eﬀect given by the solid
line in (c). The right panels are analogous to the left ones,
but show the results for the control condition, in which both
surrounds were variegated. Error bars represent one SEM
across observers in each direction.
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FIG. 8. Same as Fig. 7, but for targets varying along the
b-axis.

diﬀerences may be worth noting. First, the transmittance
settings for the decrements (Fig. 8, left of the vertical
line) are not systematically below the prediction. Second, there seems to be a slight systematic deviation from
veridicality for the increments in the symmetric control
conditions. Since the horizontal position of the stimuli
were randomly chosen in each trial, this slight deviation
can not be attributed to monitor inhomogenities.
In the above, we have considered the merits of the
transparency model in terms of the subjects settings for
the virtual color L and the transmittance α of the layer.
While the model does not make unique predictions for
either of these in isolation, it does does predict how the
should be related to each other. An alternative way to
evaluate the empirical merit of the model is based on the
observation that adjusting the virtual layer color and the
transmittance is mathematically equivalent to adjusting
the centroid and spread of the proximal colors Pi in the
comparison disk layer region. While the transparency
model does not make any unique predictions regarding
the spread, it makes the simple and unique prediction
that in the HSB-α condition the average Pi of the col-
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ors Pi in the comparison disk region should equal the
color P of the uniform target disk. To see this, consider
that by the general model equation in Eqn. 4 the average
proximal color Pi in the target region is
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Since the test and comparison surrounds had the same
average surround color Bi in our experiment, and a perceptual match means that the perceived transmittances
and the layer colors are identical, all of the terms on the
right hand-side of this equation should be identical for the
two stimuli, and hence also the term on the left, which
reduces to P in the case of the test stimulus. This prediction simply means that – when expressed in terms of
the average proximal color in the disk region – the simultaneous contrast eﬀect should be abolished in the HSBα condition. Note, however, that this is not predicted
in the traditional HSB-condition, because in that case,
the observers cannot adjust the perceived transparency
of the comparison disk to match that of the target. Note
also, that the prediction derived for the HSB-α condition
is based on the premise that the average color is identical for both backgrounds, which was the case in the
present study. In other studies, where the backgrounds
have diﬀerent average colors (eg. [37, 38]), this particular
prediction does not apply.
As can be seen in the top panels of Fig. 9, which plots
the space-averaged chromaticity of the comparison disk
against that of the test disk, this prediction is fairly well
conﬁrmed. The simultaneous contrast eﬀect (deviation
from the diagonal line), which is clearly present in the
HSB condition, it is entirely absent in the HSB-α condition except for a slight but systematic eﬀect for bcoordinate increments (ie the deviation from the diagonal
for data points to the right of the vertical line in Fig. 9b).
It should be noted, though, that a similar slight bias was
observed in the control condition (see Fig. 8b). Beyond
the good correspondence between data and prediction,
it is also of interest to note that the variability of the
settings is clearly less in the HSB-α condition than in
the HSB condition (see the error bars in Fig. 9), as one
would expect if matching is subjectively less diﬃcult in
the HSB-α condition than in the HSB condition. With
respect to luminance, however, the results are less well
accounted for by the model. The bottom panels in Fig. 9
plot the space-averaged luminance of the comparison disk
against the chromaticity of the test disk. The model prediction is given by the ﬁxed luminance of the test disk
(horizontal line). As can be seen, the luminance settings
are consistently above this prediction both in the HSB
and in the HSB-α condition.
Since the luminance eﬀect occurs also at the largest
target-surround contrasts, it cannot plausibly be related
to the perception of transparency, which only occurred
at lower target-surround contrasts. It therefore appears
natural to attribute these deviations to another perceptual mechanism. One plausible candidate would be lightness anchoring [39]. The basic idea is that the test and

b
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FIG. 9. (a) Same as Fig. 7a, but here the virtual layer color
L is replaced by the average proximal color Pi in the layer region. Expressed this way, the simultaneous contrast eﬀect
is essentially absent in the HSB-α condition, as predicted
by the transparency model. (b) Same as (a), but for the b
axis. (c) Analogous to (a) but here average luminance rather
than average chromaticity is plotted on the vertical axis. The
transparency model predicts that the settings in the HSB-α
condition should fall on the horizontal line representing the
ﬁxed luminance of the test targets. The dashed line shows the
corresponding prediction assuming a confounding inﬂuence of
lightness anchoring( See Appendix for details). (d) Same as
(c), but for targets varying along the b axis.

comparison stimuli constitute diﬀerent local frameworks,
and that highest luminance within each framework is
used as an anchor relative to which the perceived lightness of the subregions within that framework are computed. Since the highest luminance in the variegated
comparison stimulus was larger than that in the uniform
test stimulus, one would expect the physical luminances
li to be less eﬀective in the comparisions surround. To
evaluate the plausibility of this account, we recomputed
the predictions of the transparency model assuming eﬀective luminances li′ = k · li for the regions in the variegated
comparison stimuli – and the transmittance values given
by the functions shown in Figs. 7e and 8e – and searched
for the scaling parameter k that yielded the best ﬁt to
the data (see Appendix for the derivation of the predictions). The resulting ﬁts, corresponding to k = 0.81 for
the data from the r-axis and k = 0.84 for the data from
the b-axis are shown as dashed curves in Fig. 9c,d. While
there are systematic deviations from the prediction, the
general pattern of the deviations are fairly well accounted
for.
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II.

DISCUSSION

The perhaps most important result of the present experiment is that simple target-surround stimuli consisting of a uniformly colored target embedded in a uniformly colored surround (see Fig. 1d) evoke clear percepts of perceptual transparency (as in Fig. 1e,f). Traditionally, it is believed that the perception of transparency requires more complex stimuli involving at least
two diﬀerent background regions [1] (see Fig. 1c). The
present results agree with previous informal observations
[23, 40–42] and indirect arguments [42] indicating the
simple target-surround stimuli may evoke impressions of
transparency, but go beyond them in demonstrating it
directly and objectively. Considering that, in the HSBα condition, our observers chose to match the uniform
test disk by a comparison disk that was variegated at the
proximal level in order to produce an optimal color and
transparency match at the perceptual level, the conclusion that the test stimulus actually appeared transparent
appears well-nigh inescapable.
The estimates of simultaneous contrast eﬀect obtained
with the traditional HSB matching method were systematically smaller than those obtained with the novel HSBα method. Considering that – as the results from the
HSB-α condition suggest – the test disk in the uniform
surround tends to appear transparent whenever the simultaneous contrast eﬀect occurs, this is not very surprising: In the HSB-α condition it falls natural to disregard the colors of the backgrounds perceived through the
target disk and the comparison disk, because the comparison disk can be adjusted to be just as transparent
as the test disk. In the HSB condition, however, where
the comparison disk is perceived as opaque, disregarding
the color of the grey background perceived through the
test disk entirely will presumably fall less natural, which
would explain why the settings in the HSB condition are
closer to the color of the grey surround.
The ﬁnding that varying the color coordinates of a uniform target embedded in a uniform surround not only
inﬂuences its perceived color but also its perceived transmittance is of profound theoretical and practical significance. Theoretically, it provides a simple explanation
of various lines of evidence suggesting that the dimensionality of perceptual color space exceeds the threedimensionality of colorimetric color space [43–46]. Practically, it means that traditional methods for measuring color appearance, such as asymmetric color matching
and grey settings are inadequate for measuring the color
appearance of targets embedded in uniform surrounds.
Unfortunately, major parts of previous research on color
appearance have used these methods in conjunction with
uniform surrounds. In light of the present ﬁndings, the
data obtained in these studies must be interpreted with
caution.
The second most important result is that the size and
direction of the simultaneous contrast corresponds well
with predictions derived from the equations underlying

a standard model of perceptual transparency [20]. First,
the transparency model predicts that the direction of the
simultaneous contrast eﬀect should be identical to that of
the vector from the surround color to the target color, in
accordance with the previously proposed ‘direction law’
[11, 12]. In terms of points in the two-dimensional chromaticity plane, this prediction was conﬁrmed (Fig. 6), as
one can expect based on previous ﬁndings in similar experiments [5, 6]. In terms of points in three-dimensional
color space, though, systematic deviations from this prediction (which have also been documented in a previous
experiment [6]) were observed. Since the test target and
the test surround were equiluminant, the direction law
predicts a pure chromaticity shift, but empirically we also
found a systematic luminance eﬀect. Since this deviation
may be attributed to lightness anchoring [39], however,
it is not implausible that the pure simultaneous contrast
eﬀect actually adheres to the predicted direction law in
all respects. Second, the transparency model predicts
a speciﬁc relation between perceived transmittance and
the magnitude of the simultaneous contrast eﬀect which
accords rather well with the data.
We have previously argued in favor of an ‘inverse size
law’ of simultaneous contrast, according to which the
magnitude of the simultaneous contrast eﬀect decreases
with the distance between target and surround in threedimensional color space [11]. The present data clearly
agree with this proposal. If both the direction law and
the inverse size law are indeed valid, it follows that the
function relating nominal color coordinates to color appearance must exhibit a step discontinuity at the coordinates of the surround, which in turn would mean
that there is a range of color impressions which cannot be evoked by any target embedded in the particular surround used (’missing colors phenomenon’ [11, 23]).
Such a step discontinuity is indeed strongly suggested by
the matching data (see Figs. 7a and 8a). A potential
critique of this rather counter-intuitive claim, however,
would be that even though the data points suggest a
step-discontinuity, it is always possible to ﬁnd a continuous function which is compatible with data. This is
always possible, since the data, by practical necessity,
must be discretely sampled. Therefore the critical question of what happens in the range between the last data
point before the surround coordinate and the ﬁrst after can never be answered by purely empirical means.
Thus, theoretical ideas about plausible extrapolations of
the empirical function are of critical interest. Referring
to the function relating target coordinates to perceived
color, we do not see any obvious argument for or against
discontinuity. If one considers the function relating target coordinates to perceived transmittance (Figs. 7e and
8e), though, it appears natural to chose an extrapolation
of the data points that tends towards unity (α = 1) as
the target-surround diﬀerence tends towards zero. This
is because in this limiting case, the target is identical to
the surround, and hence indistinguishable from it, which
accords well with the notion of a completely transparent
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and accordingly invisible layer (α = 1). Accepting this,
it follows from the transparency model and the empirical transmittance settings (Figs. 7e and 8e), that the
function relating color coordinates to the size of the simultaneous contrast is given by the solid curves in Figs.
7c and 8c. That is, the absolute magnitude of the eﬀect
decreases monotonically with the diﬀerence between target and surround, and the sign of the eﬀect changes at
the surround coordinate. Thus, the transparency model
provides a theoretically well-motivated argument in favor of the inverse size law [11]. By the same logic, it
also provides a well-motivated argument in favor of the
discontinuity of the function relating color coordinates to
color appearance already suggested by empirical ﬁndings
and informal observations [23, 47].
The present ﬁndings were obtained with achromatic
surrounds. As already mentioned in the methods section,
this choice was motivated by the theoretical perspective
presented in Ref. [11], according to which this choice
of surrounds is particularly well suited for obtaining unbiased measurements of the purely spatial simultaneous
contrast eﬀect because the confounding eﬀect of temporal von Kries adaptation balances out in the matching
operation. It will be of outstanding interest to see how
the present ﬁndings generalize to the general case of arbitrarily colored surrounds. Based on the reasoning presented in Ref. [11], we anticipate that the same pattern
of results will be obtained provided that the confounding
inﬂuence of temporal von Kries adaption is taken into account. Diﬀerent methods for achieving this are suggested
in previous work [7, 12, 24]. A potential remaining problem not addressed by the present study, is how to control
for the possibility that diﬀerential temporal adaptation
to the test and comparison disks themselves – rather than
to the surrounds – may inﬂuence the measurements.
If the regularities observed in the present study indeed generalize to surrounds of arbitrary colors, Metelli’s
equations, upon which our theory is based, predict reconstructed layer colors located beyond the spectral locus for
some combinations of disk and surround colors. One case
in which this is prediction is evident is if the disc color
is at the spectral locus and the surround color has the
same hue but is less saturated. Provided that the surround color is suﬃciently close to the disk color, such that
the inferred transmittance α is non-zero, it follows from
Eqn. 3 that the inferred layer color L must be located outside the spectral locus. The ﬁndings of Richards, Koenderink and van Doorn [48] suggest that the visual system
indeed sometimes infers such ‘imaginary’ layer colors.
Contrary to our claims regarding the characteristic
properties [11, 12] and functional explanation of simultaneous color contrast, many previous studies may be
taken to suggest that quantitative measurements of the
simultaneous contrast eﬀect are compatible with the traditional quantitative laws of simultaneous color contrast
and by implication also with the traditional functional
explanation in terms of color constancy (eg. [49]). It
should be kept in mind, though, that the results from

studies in which no attempt is made to separate the
contributions of the purely spatial simultaneous contrast
mechanism from the contribution of temporal von Kries
adaptation are diﬃcult to interpret: Whenever temporal
von Kries adaptation contributes signiﬁcantly to the directly observable eﬀects, results grossly compatible with
the traditional laws of simultaneous contrast may be
obtained even though the purely spatial simultaneous
contrast eﬀect operates according to diﬀerent principles
[11, 12].
It should also be noted that the present account of
the classical simultaneous color contrast illusion in terms
of transparency perception in no way denies the existence and biological signiﬁcance of color constancy mechanisms. The claim is merely that the purely spatial mechanism of simultaneous contrast serves another functional
purpose. Thus, color constancy must be attributed to
other mechanisms, such as for instance temporal von
Kries adaptation [35, 50].
The traditional functional explanation of simultaneous contrast in terms of mechanisms providing color constancy may appear more appealing than proposed functional explanation in terms of mechanisms subserving
the perception of transparent media because the computational problem of color constancy is relevant in most
natural situations, while real-world visual scenes involving transparent media are far less frequent. It should
be noted, though, that the simple center-surround stimuli with uniformly colored surrounds which are typically
used in demonstrations and investigations of simultaneous contrast are also rather infrequently encountered in
natural visual scenes: As pointed out by Evans [51], spatially uniform surfaces come “close to being contrary to
the laws of nature” (p. 210). Thus, contrary to the
widely held view that the classical simultaneous contrast
eﬀect reﬂects the operation a basic mechanism underlying color perception in most visual scenes [47, 52, 53], we
believe that it is due to mechanisms which operate only
in the comparatively special and less frequent cases where
the perception of transparency is triggered. Thus, from
the perspective of our theory, true simultaneous contrast
eﬀects are far less ubiquitous than they are commonly
believed to be.
In the present theory, we assume that the target disc
is perceived as a transparent layer in front of an opaque
background corresponding to the surround. In principle,
though, a target disk embedded in a uniform surround is
also compatible with another interpretation in terms of
transparency, in which the disk corresponds to an opaque
background object viewed through a common transparent layer extending over both the target and the surround. This alternative transparency interpretation and
its relation to simultaneous contrast has previously been
discussed in connection with the so-called tissue contrast
eﬀect (also known as Meyer’s eﬀect [16, 54, 55]). The
main reason why we regard the former alternative as
more appropriate is the informal observation that in simple center-surround stimuli, impressions of transparency
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are limited to the region corresponding to the center. As
explained in more detail in Ref. [11], the tissue contrast
eﬀect may also be regarded as a consequence of the inverse size law. Thus, the present theoretical framework
may also be applicable to the tissue contrast eﬀect.

loss of generality, we assume k = 1 for the test stimulus,
hence we have
P′t = α · B′t + (1 − α) · L
and
′

III.

(9)

′

k · Pci = α · k · Bci + (1 − α)L,

CONCLUSIONS

(10)

hence
The present ﬁndings show that targets embedded in
uniform surrounds appear increasingly transparent when
the diﬀerence between the target and the surround colors decreases. This questions the validity of traditional
methods for measuring color appearance and demonstrates the importance of devising psychophysical measurement methods tailored to the format of internal perceptual structures rather than to the format of the stimulus [56–59]. We have also shown that the recently proposed ‘direction’ and ‘inverse size’ laws of simultaneous
contrast [11] – which are diﬃcult to understand in terms
of the classical functional explanation of simultaneous
contrast in terms of color constancy [16, 17] – can be
well accounted for by a functional explanation in terms
of transparency perception. This underscores the broad
importance of transparency perception in explanations of
color and brightness illusions at large [60–63].

′

1
′
′
Pci = (P′t − α · B′t + α · k · Bci ) · .
(12)
k
′
′
By stimulus construction, we have Bt = Bci , hence
′

Pci = (P′t + α · B′t · (k − 1)) ·

(13)

′

ℓ(Pci ) = (ℓ(P′t ) + α · ℓ(B′t ) · (k − 1)) ·

1
.
k

(14)

By stimulus construction, we have ℓ(P′t ) = ℓ(B′t ), hence
1
1
+α−α· )
k
k

(15)

which can be rewritten as
′

ℓ(Pci ) = ℓ(B′t ) · g(α)

By Eqn. 1 we have
(7)

for the test stimulus t with the uniform surround, and by
Eqn. 6 we have
Pci = α · Bci + (1 − α)L

1
.
k

Writing ℓ(X) for the luminance of a color X, we have, by
the linearity of the luminance function,

′

P = α · Bt + (1 − α) · L

(11)

It follows that

ℓ(Pci ) = ℓ(B′t ) · (
APPENDIX: DERIVATION OF MODEL
PREDICTIONS ASSUMING LIGHTNESS
ANCHORING

′

P′t − α · B′t = k · Pci − α · k · Bci .

(8)

(16)

with g(α) := (1 − α) · k1 + α. The curve given by this
expression was ﬁtted to the data in Figs. 9c,d separately.
Note that g(α) equals unity when α = 1 and 1/k when
α = 0. The values of α were taken from the solid curves
in Figs. 7e and 8e, respectively. That is, the only free
parameter was k, which was estimated separately for the
two plots.

for the comparison stimulus c. To derive predictions assuming a diﬀerent lightness anchoring eﬀect for the test
and the comparison stimuli, we regard the proximal colors in the above equations as ‘eﬀective’ colors X, which
are obtained from the nominal colors X′ through multiplication with a scalar attenuation coeﬃcient k. Without
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